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 .In Section 3 we use a result due to Vamos see Theorem 3.1 to prove
that R is discrete linearly compact whenever the ring of n = n matrices,R
 .n ) 1, over R is AB-5* see Proposition 3.6 . This is used to prove that if
R is AB-5* and if the quotient ring of R modulo its Jacobson radical is aR
 .direct sum of matrix rings M D , n ) 1, over division rings D , then Rn i i ii
 .is discrete linearly compact see Proposition 3.7 and it is a two-sided
PF-ring if it satisfies some additional assumptions see Propositions 3.9
.and 3.11 .
ww xxAlso in Section 3 we prove that if the power series ring R X is AB-5*
ww xxthen R is left noetherian and AB-5*. In particular R X is left noethe-
rian. In Example 4.13 we prove that the converse is not true even in the
commutative case, and, in fact Corollary 4.12 proves that if R is commuta-
ww xxtive and R X is AB-5* then all quotients of R by prime ideals of height
at least 1 must be linearly compact discrete.
In Section 4 we investigate the local commutative noetherian AB-5*
rings. Theorem 4.2, Proposition 4.4, and Theorem 4.9 characterize these
rings while Proposition 4.10 is a powerful tool for an AB5*-test.
We thank the referee for the useful suggestions.
PRELIMINARIES
Throughout this article, all rings have a non-zero identity and all
 .modules are unital. Let R be a ring. We denote by R-Mod Mod-R the
 .  .category of left right R-modules. For every module M g R-Mod, E M
 .  .is the injective envelope of M, Soc M is the socle of M, J M the
 .Jacobson radical of M, and Sub M will denote the lattice of submodulesR
 .  4of M. For every x g M, Ann x s r g R N rx s 0 .R R R
 .  .Morphisms between left right modules will be written on the right left .
Unless otherwise expressly stated the world module means left R-module.
All topological objects are supposed to be Hausdorff. We recall that a
topological module is said to be linearly topologized if the open submodules
form a basis of neighbourhoods of zero. A linearly topologized module
 .M,t is called linearly compact if any finitely solvable system of congru-
 .ences X ' x mod L , k g K, where the L 's are closed submodules ofk k k
 .M, t , is solvable. If M endowed with its discrete topology is linearly
 .compact then we say that M is discrete linearly compact d.l.c. .
We assume familiarity with basic properties of linearly compact modules
w xas discussed in 3, pp. 236]241, Exercises 14]22; 9; 10 . A left R-module M
 . will be called finitely discrete linearly compact f.d.l.c. if every cyclic and
.hence if every finitely generated submodule of M is discrete linearly
 .compact. By a left topological ring R, t we mean a ring R endowed with a
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left linear topology t and we say it is linearly compact if the topological
 .  .module R, t is linearly compact. Given a left topological ring R, t , FR t
will denote the filter of open ideals of R and T the class of t-torsiont
modules
T s M g R y Mod N for every x g M , Ann x g F . 4 .t R t
Then T is closed under taking submodules, epimorphic images, andt
arbitrary direct sums. If M is a left R-module, the M-topology on R is
defined by taking as a basis of neighbourhoods of zero in R the annihila-
tors of finite subsets of M. We say that a left R-module M satisfies
condition AB-5* or shortly that M is AB-5* if given a submodule L of M
 . and a filter basis L of submodules of M i.e., for each pair i, j g Ji ig I
.there is a k such that L : L l L thenk i j
L q L s L q L . .F Fi i
igI igI
 .A linearly topologized R-module M, t is called topologically AB-5* if
 .for any open submodule V of M, t , MrV is AB-5*. A ring R is said to
have a left Morita duality if R and the minimal injective cogenerator ofR
R-Mod are both d.l.c. Finally, let U be a bimodule and let M g R-Mod.R A R
U  .Set M s Hom M, U endowed with its natural right A-moduleA R R R A
structure. Given X : M and Y : M* we set
Ann X s j g M* N x j s 0 for every x g X 4 .  .M *
Ann Y s x g M N x j s 0 for every j g Y . 4 .  .M
1. AB-5* MODULES
In this section we collect some results concerning AB-5*-modules.
1.1. PROPOSITION. Let M g R y Mod. The following assertions are
equi¨ alent:
 .a M is AB-5*.
 . b For any L F M which is sheltered in M i.e., MrL is an essentialR
.  .extension of a simple module and for any filter basis X of submodulesi ig I
of M, such that F X : L, there exists j g I such that X : L.ig I i j
 .  4c For any R-modules homomorphism f : M ª N and M aR R i ig I
 .  .filter basis of submodules of M we ha¨e F M f s F M f.ig I i ig I i
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 .  . w xProof. a m b . See Theoreme 13 in 8 .Â Á
 .  .  .a « c . Let n g F M f. Then for every i g I, there is an m g Mig I i i i
 .  .such that n s m f. Writing n s m f for m g M we geti
m g M q Ker f s M q Ker f . .  . .F Fi i
igI igI
 .  .Hence n s m f g F M f.ig I i
 .  .c « a . This is trivial.
1.2. THEOREM. Let M g R y Mod and let U be an injecti¨ e cogenera-R R
 . U  .tor of R y Mod. Set A s End U , M s Hom M, U . Then the fol-R A R R R A
lowing statements are equi¨ alent:
 .  .a For any filter basis X of submodules of M,i ig I
Ann X s Ann X . .F M * i M * i /
igI igI
 .  .b The mapping X ¬ Ann X is a lattice anti-isomorphism ofM *
 .  U .Sub M into Sub M whose in¨erse is gi¨ en by the mapping Y ¬R A
 .Ann Y .M
In this case MU is d.l.c., M is AB-5*, and e¨ery quotient of M has finitelyA R R
 .  .generated socle. If U has an essential socle, a and b are also equi¨ alentR
to:
 .c M is AB-5* and no quotient of M contains an infinite number ofR
non-isomorphic simple modules.
 .  .   ..Proof. a « b . As U is a cogenerator, L s Ann Ann L holdsR M M *
for every L F M. Thus let X F MU. As a first step assume X sR A
  ..j A q ??? qj A is finitely generated and let j g Ann Ann X . Since1 n M * M
 w x.U is injective, by applying a standard argument see, e.g., 12, Lemma 3 ,R
we get an n g N and a , . . . , a g A such that j s n j a g X. Let now1 n is1 i i
X be any submodule of MU and let F be the family of all finitelyA
generated submodules of X. Then
X s F s Ann Ann F s Ann Ann F .  . .  FM * M M * M /
FgF FgF FgF
s Ann Ann X . . .M * M
 .  .  .b « a is trivial. Also it is straightforward to show that b implies that
U  .both M and M are AB-5*. Now assume that b holds and let X ' jR A i
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 .mod Y be a finitely solvable system of congruences where the Y arei i
submodules of MU. Then it is easy to show that the mapA
Ann Y ª U . M i R
igI
t ¬ t j . i i
is well defined and it is a morphism. U being injective, it extends to aR
  .. Uj g M*. Then j y j g Ann Ann Y s Y . Therefore M is d.l.c. Asi M * M i i A
 .  U .annihilation induces an anti-isomorphism between Sub M and Sub M ,R A
 .we get that for any X F M, Sub MrX is anti-isomorphic to
  ..  w x.Sub Ann X . It is known cf. Proposition 6 in 20 that any submoduleM *
of a d.l.c. module has finite dual Goldie dimension, hence MrX has finite
Goldie dimension and in particular it has finitely generated socle.
 .Assume now that Soc U is essential in U. We need to prove thatR R
 .  .  .c « a . Let X be a filter basis of submodules of M and leti ig I R
 .  .  .j g Ann F X . Then Ker j = F X . Now assuming c , we haveM * ig I i ig I i
w x   ..by Lemma 1 in 8 that Soc MrKer j is finitely generated and essential
 .in MrKer j . Thus, by Proposition 1.1, there exists a finite subset F of I
 .such that Ker j = F X . By applying the standard argument quotedig F i
 w x.above see, e.g., 12, Lemma 3 , it is easy to prove that j g
 . Ann X .ig F M * i
1.3. COROLLARY. Let R be a semilocal ring and U an injecti¨ e cogenera-
tor of R y Mod with essential socle. Then for e¨ery M g R y Mod the
following statements are equi¨ alent:
 .a M is AB-5*.R
AnnM*y .
U
6
6 .  .  .b Sub M Sub M is a lattice anti-isomorphism.R AAnnMy .
1.4. Remark. Using the foregoing results one can easily get Lemma 11,
w xLemma 12, Theorem 13, Proposition 14, and Theorem 15 in 8 .
1.5. PROPOSITION. Let R be a ring, M g R-Mod. Assume that M is
AB-5* and no quotient of M contains an infinite number of non-isomorphic
simple modules. Then all finitely M-generated modules ha¨e finite Goldie
dimension.
Proof. We need to show that for any n g N and every L F M n, M nrL
has finite Goldie dimension. This amounts to proving that for any n g N
and every L F M n, M nrL has finitely generated socle. We prove this by
induction on n. For n s 1 this holds since MrL is AB-5* and does not
contain an infinite number of non-isomorphic simple modules. Assume
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now that, for a given n, and for every L F M n, M nrL has finitely
generated socle and let H be a submodule of M nq1 s M n [ M. Then
Soc M nq1rH ( Soc M n q H rH . . .
[ Soc M nq1rH rSoc M n q H rH . . . .
 n . n  n.Now M q H rH ( M r H l M has finitely generated socle in view
of the induction hypothesis while
Soc M nq1rH Soc M nq1rH .  .
sn nq1 nSoc M q H rH Soc M rH l M q H rH .  . .  .
M nq1rH M nq1
¨ (n nM q H rH M q H .
and this is a quotient of M.
1.6. COROLLARY. Let R be a semilocal ring, M g R y Mod. If M is
AB-5* then all finitely M-generated modules ha¨e finite Goldie dimension.
2. AB-5* AND LINEAR COMPACTNESS
 .2.1. THEOREM. Assume that R, t is a linearly compact topological ring
and that T contains only a finite number of non-isomorphic simple modules.t
Then, for a gi¨ en M g T the following statements are equi¨ alent:t
 .a M is discrete linearly compact.R
 .b M is AB-5*.R
 .  .  w x.Proof. a « b . This is well known see, e.g., 17, 29.8 .
 .  .b « a . Let U be the minimal injective cogenerator of T and letR t
 .A s End U . Then, by our assumption, U is finitely cogenerated. More-R R
 . w xover, since R, t is linearly compact, by the results in 1 we know that the
 .bimodule U is faithfully balanced, U is quasi-injective, Soc U sR A A R
 .  .Soc U , and Soc U has a finite number of isotypic components. SetA A
U  .  .M s Hom M, U and M** s Hom M*, U . By Theorem 2.19*A R R R A A
w xin 4
AnnM*y .
U
6
6Sub M Sub M is a lattice anti-isomorphism. .  .R AAnnMy .
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In particular this implies that MU is AB-5*. Let v : M ª M** denote theA
w . x .canonical embedding. For every x g M and j g M* we have x v j s
 .x j . Next we prove that v is surjective so that M , M**. Let w g M**.
U   ..  .Then w : M ª U and hence Soc w M* ; Soc U has only a finiteA A A
 . w xnumber of isotypic components. Since w M* is AB-5* by Lemma 1 in 8
  ..  .we conclude that Soc w M* has finite length so that M*rKer w (
 .   ..w M* is finitely cogenerated. Thus Ann Ker w is finitely generated.M
  .. n  .Let x , . . . , x g M such that Ann Ker w s  Rx . Then Ker w s1 n M is1 i
n  .F Ann x and hence the mapis1 M * i
F : x j , . . . , x j N j g M* ª U 4 .  . .1 n A
x j , . . . , x j ¬ w j .  .  . .1 n
is well defined. As U is quasi-injective, F extends to a morphismA
Ã n Ã  .F: U ª U . Let r , . . . , r g R such that F s r , . . . , r . Then, for everyA A 1 n 1 n
j g M*, we have
n n
Ãw j s F x j , . . . , x j s r x j s r x j . .  .  .  . .  1 n i i i i /
is1 is1
 n .Thus w s  r x v and hence v is surjective.is1 i i
 .Let X ' x mod L , i g I, where the L 's are submodules of M, be ai i i
finitely solvable system of congruences in M. We have to prove that this
 .system has a solution in M. Since Mr F L g T and it is AB-5*, weig I i t
  ..can assume w.l.o.g. that F L s 0. Let C:  Ann L ª U beig I i ig I M * i A
 .  .  .the map defined by setting C  f s  x f , f g Ann L . Then C isi i i i M * i
  ..  .well defined. As  Ann L s Ann F L s M* we get C gig I M * i M * ig I i
 .M**. As v is surjective, there exists an x g M such that C s x v and
  ..hence x y x g Ann Ann L s L for every i g I.i M M * i i
2.2. Remark. Arbitrary direct sums of non-isomorphic simple left R-
 .modules satisfy AB-5*. Let S be a family of non-isomorphic simplel lg L
modules and denote by
p : S ª S[l l l
lgL
the natural projection. Then for any M F [ S we can definellg L
 .   . 4supp M s l g L N p M / 0 which is a subset of L, so an element ofl
 .  .P L . It is not difficult to see that since S is a family of non-l lg L
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isomorphic simple modules the map
Sub S ª P L .[ l /
lgL
M ¬ supp M .
 .is a lattice isomorphism. Since P L satisfies AB-5*, so does [ S .llg L
Thus the assumption that T contains only a finite number of non-t
isomorphic simple modules in Theorem 2.1 cannot be omitted. Since if
 .S is a family of non-isomorphic simple modules and L is infinite,l lg L
then [ S is a module in T which is AB-5* but is not d.l.c.l tlg L
 .2.3. COROLLARY. Let R, t be a linearly compact topological ring and
assume that T has only a finite number of non-isomorphic simple modules.t
 .Then for a gi¨ en linearly topologized topological R-module M, s we ha¨e
 .  .that M, s is linearly compact m M, s is complete and topologically
AB-5*.
2.4. COROLLARY. Let R be a discrete linearly compact ring and let
M g R y Mod. Then M is discrete linearly compact m M satisfies AB-5*.R R R
2.5. COROLLARY. Let R be a ring with a left Morita duality and let
M g R y Mod. Then M is reflexi¨ e m M satisfies AB-5*.R R R
w xProof. By Theorem 2 in 12 , M is reflexive iff M is d.l.c.R R
 w x.2.6. COROLLARY Theorem 17 in 8 . A ring R has a Morita duality if
and only if R is discrete linearly compact and the minimal injecti¨ e cogenera-R
tor of R y Mod is AB-5*.
w xProof. By Theorem 1 in 12 , R has a left Morita duality if and only if
both R and the minimal injective cogenerator of R y Mod are d.l.c.R
Then apply Corollary 2.4.
2.7. COROLLARY. Let R be a ring, M a left R-module, and let t be the
M-topology on R. Assume that M is AB-5*, finitely discrete linearly compact,
and that T has only a finite number of non-isomorphic simple modules. Thent
M is discrete linearly compact.
Proof. Since M g T we may assume that R is complete in the M-t
 .topology t . Then R, t is a linearly compact topological ring which
satisfies the assumption of Corollary 2.3. Our statement follows as M is
AB5*.
w xFrom Lemma 8 in 6 and its proof we deduce the following lemma.
2.8. LEMMA. Let R be a commutati¨ e ring, and M an R-module such that
 .for any x g M, RrAnn x is a semiperfect ring. Let S M be the set ofR
 .non-isomorphic simple images of submodules of M and for e¨ery S g S M
   ..  . 4let M s x g M N Hom xR, E S9 s 0 for e¨ery S9 g S M , S9 / S sS
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 4  4x g M N RrAnn x is a local ring with simple module S j 0 . ThenR
M s [ M and for each S ' RrM, M is a module o¨er the local ringS SS g SM .
 .R . Moreo¨er for each x g M , Rx s R x.M S M
2.9. LEMMA. Let R be a commutati¨ e ring and M an R-module.
 .a If M is AB-5*, then, with the notation of Lemma 2.8, M s
[ M and each M is an AB-5* R-module.S SS g SM .
 .  .b Assume that for each x g M, RrAnn x is a semiperfect ring.R
 .  .Then Sub M s [ Sub M . In particular if e¨ery M is AB-5* thenS SS g SM .
M is AB-5*.
 .Proof. If M is AB-5* then for each x g M, RrAnn x is an AB-5*R
 .  .ring and a follows from Lemma 2.8. To prove b , let N be a submodule
 .  .of M. By Lemma 2.8, N s [ N . Since S N : S M and N : MS S SS g SN .
 .  .for every S g S N , we have that N g [ Sub M .SS g SM .
2.10. Remark. It follows from Lemma 2.9 that QrZ is an AB-5*
module. In general we claim that if R is a commutative noetherian ring,
then its minimal injective cogenerator U is an AB-5* R-module. For
 .  .U s [ E S , where E S denotes the injective hull of the simpleS g SR.
 .  .  .R-module S, it is easily seen that for any S g S R , U s E S . Since E SS
is an artinian module we have by Lemma 2.9 that U is AB-5*.
2.11. PROPOSITION. Let R be a commutati¨ e ring and M an R-module.
Assume that M is finitely discrete linearly compact and AB-5*. Then, with the
notation of Lemma 2.8, M s [ M and each M is a discrete linearlyS SS g SM .
compact R-module.
Proof. Since M is finitely discrete linearly compact we may apply
 .Lemma 2.8. Thus M s [ M . Now for a given S g S M , M isS SS g SM .
f.d.l.c. and AB-5* as an R-module, so by Lemma 2.8 also as an R -M
module. The conclusion now follows by Corollary 2.7.
2.12. COROLLARY. Let R be a commutati¨ e ring and M an R-module.
Assume that M cannot be decomposed in an infinite direct sum e. g., if M has
.finite Goldie dimension , and that M is finitely discrete linearly compact and
AB-5*. Then M is a discrete linearly compact module.
3. AB-5* RINGS
w x3.1. THEOREM 16 . Let R be a ring and M a left R-module. If M [ RR R
is AB-5* then M is discrete linearly compact.R
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w xProof. This proof is due to Vamos 16 . It is enough to show that forÂ
any quotient module M9 of M, any finitely solvable system of congruences
 .X ' x mod N in M9 such that F N s 0, has a solution in M9. Wek k k g K k
Ã .can assume w.l.o.g. that N is a filter basis for M9. Let M9 be thek k g K R
 .completion of M9 with respect to the topology associated to N andR k k g K
Ã  .let x g M9 be the limit of the Cauchy net x . Then, for each k g K,k k g K
Ã Ã  .x y x g N , the completion of N . Let M s N l M9 q Rx and letk k k k k
N s  Rx . As M9 q Rx is a quotient of M [ R, M9 q Rx is AB-5*.k g K k
 4Thus, from F M s 0 we getk g K k
N s N q M s N q M .F Fk k
kgK kgK
 .and since x s x q x y x g N q M for every k, we obtain x gk k k
N : M9.
3.2. Remark. Theorem 3.1 shows, in particular, that the class of AB-5*
modules is}in general}not closed under direct sums.
3.3. COROLLARY. Let R be a ring. If R [ R is AB-5* then R isR R R
discrete linearly compact.
3.4. PROPOSITION. Let R be a commutati¨ e ring and M an AB-5* R-
module. Then M [ M is AB-5* if and only if , with the notion of Lemma 2.8,
M s [ M and each M is a discrete linearly compact R-module.S SS g SM .
 .Proof. By Corollary 3.3, for any x g M, Rx ( RrAnn x is discreteR
linearly compact. Apply now Proposition 2.11 to conclude that each M isS
discrete linearly compact. Assume now that M s [ M . It is easy toSS g SM .
 .  .  .prove that S M [ M s S M and M [ M s M [ M for any S gS S S
 .S M . Then the converse follows from Lemma 2.9.
3.5. Remark. Let R be a commutative noetherian ring and denote by
U its minimal injective cogenerator. It follows from Proposition 3.4 and
Remark 2.10 that U [ U is AB-5*.
3.6. PROPOSITION. Let R be a ring and let n g N, n G 2. If the matrix
 .  .ring M R is AB-5*, then R is discrete linearly compact. Hence M R isn R n
discrete linearly compact too.
Proof. The progenerator Rn induces a Morita equivalence be-R M R.n
 .tween R y Mod and M R y Mod. Therefore the lattice of submodulesn
 n.   ..Sub R is isomorphic to the lattice of left ideals Sub M R ofR M R. nn
 .  . nM R . Since M R is AB-5* this isomorphism implies that R isn M R. n Rn
 .also AB-5*. By Corollary 3.3, R is d.l.c. and henceforth M R isR M R. nn
d.l.c. too.
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3.7. PROPOSITION. Let R be a ring. Assume that R is AB-5* and thatR
 .  .the semisimple factor R s RrJ R is a direct sum of matrix rings M Dn ii
where i s 1, . . . , k, D is a di¨ ision ring and n G 2 for e¨ery i. Then R isi i R
discrete linearly compact.
 w x.Proof. Since R is AB-5*, R is semiperfect see, e.g., 17, 47.9 . Thus
there is in R a complete system of orthogonal primitive idempotents ei ji
 .i s 1, . . . , k, j s 1, . . . , n where Re ( Re , Re \ Re for everyi i ih i l ih jt
i / j, i, j s 1, . . . , k and h, l s 1, . . . , n , t s 1, . . . , n . Let e s e qi j 1 11
e q ??? qe , e s e q e q ??? qe . Then21 k l 2 12 22 k 2
e Re ( End Re ( End Re ( e Re .  .1 1 1 2 2 2
 .  .2is a basic semiperfect ring. For e s e q e , Re s R e q e ( Re .1 2 1 2 1
Since Re is a progenerator, eRe is Morita equivalent to R. Since Re : R,
 .Re satisfies AB-5* and thus also eRe satisfies AB-5*. As eRe ( M e Re ,R 2 1 1
eRe is d.l.c. by Proposition 3.6. Therefore R is d.l.c. since it is Morita
equivalent to eRe.
 .3.8. Recall that a ring R is called a left resp. right PF-ring if RR
 .  .resp. R is an injective cogenerator of R y Mod resp. Mod y R .R
3.9. PROPOSITION. Let R be a ring. Assume that R and R are bothR R
finitely cogenerated and AB-5*. If the R-duals of simple modules are simple
 .  .and the semisimple factor R s RrJ R is a direct sum of matrix rings M Dn ii
where i s 1, . . . , k, D is a di¨ ision ring, and n G 2 for e¨ery i, then R is ai i
two-sided PF-ring.
Proof. By Proposition 3.7, both R and R are d.l.c. Apply nowR R
w xTheorem 1 in 2 .
3.10. Let R be a ring. For any subset X of R set
 4l X s a g R N ax s 0 for every x g X .
and
 4r X s a g R N xa s 0 for every x g X . .
  ..Recall that R is called a dual ring if I s l r I for every ideal I and
  ..L s r l L for every right ideal L.
3.11. PROPOSITION. Let R be a dual ring and assume that the semisimple
 .  .factor R s RrJ R is a direct sum of matrix rings M D where i s 1, . . . , k,n ii
D is a di¨ ision ring, and n G 2 for e¨ery i. Then R is a two-sided PF-ring.i i
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Proof. Since
 .r y 6
6Sub R Sub R .  .R R .l y
is a lattice anti-isomorphism it is straightforward to prove that both RR
and R are finitely cogenerated AB-5* and that the R-dual of simpleR
modules are simple. Apply now Proposition 3.9.
ww xx3.12. Let R be a ring and R x the power series ring. For any left
ideal I of R we set
`
iI q x s f s f x N f g I . .  i 0 5
is0
 . ww xx y1 .Then I q x is left ideal of R x which coincides with w I , w being
ww xxthe homomorphism from R x onto R mapping each power series to its
 .constant term. It is easy to check that ideals of the form M q x for M a
ww xx  ww xx.left maximal ideal of R are maximal ideals of R x , hence J R x :
 .  .  .  .  .  .J R q x . Since 1 y s x is invertible whenever s x g J R q x we
 ww xx.  .  .have that J R x s J R q x . In particular all maximal left ideals of
ww xx  .R x are of the form M q x for M a left maximal ideal of R.
3.13. For a ring R and a left R-module M, we may consider the
w x w x ww xx ww xxR x -module M x , the R x -module M x , and the module of divided
w y1 x w xpowers M x . The latter can be viewed either as a module over R x or
ww xx  y1 . w y1 x w x  y1 .as a module over R x , in fact if m x g M x , R x m x s
ww xx  y1 . w xR x m x . It is well known that if M is noetherian then M x andR Rw x x
ww xx  w x.M x are noetherian cf. 14, Theorem 10, p. 30, Exercise 10, p. 68 .Rww x xx
w y1 x It is also true that M artinian implies M x artinian see Proposi-R Rww x xx
w x.tion 2.2 in 19 .
3.14. We say that a module M is quotient finite dimensional q.f.d. for
.short provided that any quotient of M has finite Goldie dimension.
3.15. PROPOSITION. Let R be a ring and M a left R-module.
 . w xa M x is q. f.d. if and only if M is noetherian if and only ifRw x x R
w xM x is noetherian.Rw x x
 . ww xxb M x is q. f.d. if and only if M is noetherian if and only ifRww x xx R
ww xxM x is noetherian.Rww x xx
 . w y1 x  w y1 x.c M x or M x is q. f.d. if and only if M is artinian ifRw x x Rww x xx R
w y1 x  w y1 x.and only if M x or M x is artinian.Rw x x Rww x xx
 . w xProof. a Assume that M x is q.f.d. Then, by suitably modifying the
w xproof of Proposition 9.1 in 5 , it is easy to prove that M is noetherian. ItR
w xis well known that if M is left noetherian, M x is also left NoetherianR Rw x x
 .  .  .cf. 3.13 and hence q.f.d. An analogous argument will prove b and c .
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ww xx3.16. PROPOSITION. Let R be a ring. If R x is AB-5* then R isRww x xx R
ww xxnoetherian AB-5*. In particular R x is left noetherian.
Proof. Since the mapping f s ` f x n ¬ f yields a surjective ringns0 n 0
ww xx ww xxhomomorphism R x ª R, we deduce that R is AB-5*. If R xR Rww x xx
 .is AB-5* then it is q.f.d., hence by Proposition 3.15 b , R is left
noetherian.
4. LOCAL COMMUTATIVE NOETHERIAN AB-5* RINGS
4.1. It is not difficult to see that if R s  R is a product of rings,ig I i
then R is AB-5* as a ring if and only if I is finite and each R is an AB-5*i
ring. Let R be a commutative AB-5* ring and V the set of its maximal
ideals. Since R is semiperfect V is finite and by Lemma 2.8, R (
 R . Let R be a commutative, semilocal, noetherian ring, Vmg V m
 .the set of its maximal ideals, E s [ E Rrm its minimal injectivemg V
cogenerator.
Then in view of Corollary 1.3 we have
AnnUy . 6
6R is AB-5* m Sub R Sub U .  .R AAnnRy .
Ãis a lattice anti-isomorphism. Here A s R the completion of R in its
Ã Ã   ..V-adic topology. Since R s  R s End E Rrm to study AB-5*mg V m R
commutative noetherian rings, without loss of generality we may assume
that the ring is local.
4.2. THEOREM. Let R be a local commutati¨ e noetherian ring with mini-
mal injecti¨ e cogenerator E. The following statements are equi¨ alent:
a R is AB-5*. .
Sub R ª Sub E .  .ÃRb is a lattice anti-isomorphism. .
I ¬ Ann I .E
ÃSub R ª Sub R .  .
c is a lattice isomorphism. .
ÃI ¬ I
Ã Ã Ãd For e¨ery r g R there exists an r g R such that rR s rR . . Ã Ã
 .  .Proof. a m b . This follows by Corollary 1.3 and by Subsection 4.1. It
 .is well known Matlis' duality that
ÃSub R ª Sub E .  .ÃR
I ¬ Ann I .E
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is a lattice anti-isomorphism whose inverse is given by
ÃSub E ª Sub R . .ÃR
K ¬ Ann K . .ÃR
 .Hence b holds if and only if
ÃSub R ª Sub E ª Sub R .  . .ÃR
I ¬ Ann I ¬ Ann Ann I . ÃE R E
Ã Ãis a lattice isomorphism. Now given I F R we have IR s Ann Ann IR sÃR E
 .  .Ann Ann I. Hence we get b m c . Let I F R. Then it is well knownÃR E
Ã Ã .that I s IR l R. Hence c holds if and only if for every ideal L of R we
Ã Ã .  .have L s L l R R. Assume now c and let r g R be a non-invertibleÃ
Ã Ãelement of R. Let I s rR l R and let m be the maximal ideal of R. ThenÃ
Ã ÃI I IR rRÃÃ, m R , sR Ã ÃmI mI mIR mrRÃ ÃÃ
is a cyclic module. Hence I is a principlal ideal of R, I s rR, r g R so that
Ã Ã Ã  .  .IR s rR s rR and d holds. Conversely assume that d holds and let L beÃ
Ã Ã Ãan ideal of R. Given r g L there is an r g R such that rR s rR : L.Ã Ã
Ã .Hence r g L l R and we get L s L l R R.
4.3. COROLLARY. Let R be a local commutati¨ e noetherian AB-5* do-
Ã  .main. Then R is a domain i.e., R is analytically irreducible .
ÃÃ ÃProof. Let r, t g R such that r t s 0. By Theorem 4.2 there existsÃ Ã
Ã Ã Ã ÃÃ Ãr, t g R such that r R s rR and t R s tR. From rt s 0 we get r t s 0. SinceÃ Ã
R is a domain the conclusion follows.
4.4. PROPOSITION. Let R be a local commutati¨ e noetherian AB-5* ring.
Then the map
ÃSpec R ª Spec R .  .
ÃP ¬ PR
is bijecti¨ e. In particular the completion of RrP is a domain for all P g
 .Spec R .
Proof. Let P be a prime ideal of R. Then RrP is a local commutative
Ã .noetherian AB-5* domain so that, by Corollary 4.3, we get RrP '
Ã Ã Ã .RrPR is a domain. Thus PR g Spec R .
4.5. Remark. Local commutative 1-dimensional noetherian domains do
 .not in general have AB-5*. For example, let K be a field with char K / 2
w x  2 2 3.and let R s K X, Y r X y Y y Y . Then R is a 1-dimensional X , Y .
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ww xxdomain but it is not analytically irreducible. In K X, Y we can find T
2 Ã  . .with T s Y q 1. Thus in R we have 0 s x y ty x q ty , where x, y, t
Ã 2 2 3ww xx  .are the images of X, Y, and T in R s K X, Y r X y Y y Y ,
respectively.
4.6. PROPOSITION. Let T be a local commutati¨ e noetherian AB-5* do-
main and let M be a T-module of finite length. Then the tri¨ ial extension
R s T h M is a local commutati¨ e noetherian AB-5* ring.
 .Proof. Let M be the maximal ideal of T. Then J R s M h M is the
only maximal ideal of R. As M has finite length there is an n g N suchT
n  . l l  4that M M s 0. Then for l G n we have J R s M h 0 s 0. Hence we
Ã Ã Ã Ã Ã . Ãget R s T h M. Let r s t, m g R. By Theorem 4.2, t T s t T for aÃ
Ã ÃÃsuitable t g T. By Corollary 4.3, T is a domain so that t s t« where « g T
is an invertible element. Note that since M has finite length, M has aT
Ã Ãnatural structure of T-module and for every x g M, Tx s Tx. Hence we
can write
Ã Ã Ã Ã y1 y1 ÃÃR r s R t , m s R « t , m s R« t , « m s R t , m9 .  .  .  .Ã
y1for m9 s « m. By Theorem 4.2 we conclude.
4.7. Remark. The previous proposition shows, in particular, that even
in the 1-dimensional case, an AB-5* not complete local ring is not
necessarily Cohen]Macaulay. For example, if R s Z h ZrpZ, R is a p.
1-dimensional AB-5* non-complete local noetherian ring, its maximal ideal
 4 .  4is J s pZ h ZrpZ but J ? 0 h ZrpZ s 0 . p.
4.8. PROPOSITION. Let T be a commutati¨ e local noetherian AB-5* do-
main, and let E be the minimal injecti¨ e cogenerator of T. Then R s T h E is
a dual ring, in particular R is AB-5*.
Proof. Since T is a domain, E is divisible and then the ideals of R are
 4either of the form I h E, where I is a non-zero ideal of T , or 0 h M
where M is a T-submodule of E. If I is a non-zero ideal of T then
 .  4  .Ann I h E s 0 h Ann I . If M is a T-submodule of E thenR E
 4 .  .Ann 0 h M s Ann M h E. Notice that since E is the minimalR T
Ã Ãinjective cogenerator, E has a natural structure of T-module and Tm s Tm
 .  .for any m g E, thus Sub E s Sub E . Since T is AB-5* by TheoremÃT T
  ..   ..4.2 we have that Ann Ann I s I and also that Ann Ann M s M,E T T E
for any ideal I of T and any T-submodule M of E. Hence
Ann Ann I h E s Ann 0 h Ann I .  . .  .R R R E
s Ann Ann I h EsI h E, .T E
for any non-zero ideal I of T. If M is a T-submodule of E, we have
 4  4  4Ann Ann 0 h M s 0 h Ann Ann M s 0 h M . . .  . .R R T E
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Thus R has the double annihilator property therefore it is a dual ring cf.
.Subsection 3.10 .
Since
AnnRy . 6
6Sub R Sub R .  .AnnRy .
are lattice anti-isomorphisms it is straightforward to prove that R is
AB-5*.
4.9. THEOREM. Let R be a commutati¨ e local noetherian domain, m its
 .maximal ideal, E s E Rrm its minimal cogenerator, and consider the
statements:
 .a R is AB-5*.
 .b E has no proper di¨ isible non-zero submodule.R
 .c E has no proper faithful submodule.R
Ã . d For any non-zero element r g R we ha¨e rE s E i.e., e¨eryÃ Ã
.non-zero endomorphism of E is onto .
Ã .  .e R is a domain i.e., R is analytically irreducible .
 .  .  .  .  .Then a « b « c « d « e . Moreo¨er if R is one-dimensional the
fi¨ e statements are equi¨ alent.
 .  .  4Proof. a « b . Let 0 / D be a divisible submodule of E. Let s g R
and assume that sD s 0. Then the equation sX s y has no solution in D
 4  4  .for y g D _ 0 . Hence 0 s Ann D and thus, by Theorem 4.2,R
 .  4  .  .Ann D s 0 . Hence D s E. b « c . Let U be a faithful submoduleÃR
 .  4  .  4of E. Then Ann U s 0 . Assume that I s Ann U / 0 . Then I lÃR R
Ã Ã Ã 4  4R s 0 so that I extends to a prime ideal P of R such that P l R s 0 .
Ã Ã Ã .  .  .Let U9 s Ann P F Ann I s U. U9 is an injective RrP -module. InE E
Ã Ã .particular U9 is a divisible RrP -module and hence U9 is also a divisible
 4  .R-module. Since U9 / 0 we get E s U9 : U : E so that U s E. c «
 .d . If rE / E then there exists a non-zero element s g R such thatÃ
Ã .  .  .  .0 s s rE s r sE s rE so that r s 0. d « e . Let r, s g R and assumeÃ Ã Ã Ã Ã Ã
 .that s / 0 and r ? s s 0. Then 0 s r sE s rE s 0 and hence r s 0.Ã Ã Ã Ã Ã Ã Ã
Ã  .  .Assume now that R is one-dimensional. c « a . Let I be an ideal
 4of R and let I be a filter base of ideals of R. We have to provea
 .  .that I q l I s l I q I or equivalently that Ann I q l I sa a E a
  ..  4Ann l I q I . Let K s lI . If K / 0 , since R is a 1-dimensionalE a a
 . .domain, RrK is artinian so that the family I q I rK has a minimala
 .  .element I q I rK. Therefore we get l I q I s I q I s I q l I .a a a a0 0
 4  .If K s 0 , let U s jAnn I . Then U is a submodule of E andE a R
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 .  .  4Ann U s lAnn Ann I s lI s K s 0 . Hence by our assump-R R E a a
 .tion c , U s E and we get
Ann l I q I = jAnn I q I s j Ann I l Ann I .  .  .  . . .E a E a E E a
s Ann I l jAnn I s Ann I j U .  . .E E a E
s Ann I = Ann I q l I = Ann l I q I . . .  .E E a E a
 .  .  4  .  4e « c . Let L / 0 be a proper submodule of E. Then Ann L / 0 .ÃR
Ã Ã  .As R is a 1-dimensional local domain with maximal ideal m, RrAnn LÃR
n n  4is an artinian ring and hence m L s m L s 0 for some n. HenceÃ
n 4  .0 / m : Ann L .R
4.10. PROPOSITION. Let R be a commutati¨ e AB-5* ring, P , P prime1 2
 .ideals of R. If neither P ­ P nor P ­ P then Rr P q P is a discrete2 1 1 2 1 2
linearly compact ring.
Proof. Let a g P _ P , b g P _ P , and let I s Ra q Rb, I s Ra :1 2 2 1 1
P , I s Rb : P . The diagonal map of the canonical projections I ª IrI ,1 2 2 j
j s 1, 2, is surjective as I s I q I1 2
I I
I ª [
I I1 2
x ¬ x q I , x q I . .1 2
Hence IrI [ IrI is an AB-5* R-module. We have1 2
I I I q I I q I I I1 2 1 2 2 1[ s [ ( [ s Rb [ Ra,
I I I I I l I I l I1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2
 .  .  .where a s a q I l I , b s b q I l I . Let r g Ann a . Then ra g1 2 1 2 R
 .I l I : P . As a f P we get r g P . Hence Ann a : P , similarly1 2 2 2 2 R 2
 .Ann b : P and we get a surjective morphism Rb [ Ra ª RrP [R 1 1
RrP . Hence RrP [ RrP is AB-5*. The homomorphism2 1 2
R R R R
[ ª [
P P P q P P q P1 2 1 2 1 2
is surjective. The conclusion now follows from Corollary 3.3.
4.11. COROLLARY. Let R be a noetherian commutati¨ e AB-5* ring. Then
for any prime ideal P of R of height at least 2, RrP is linearly compact
discrete.
Proof. Assume that P is a prime ideal of R of height at least 2. Then P
w xcontains infinitely many uncomparable prime ideals 7, Theorem 144 .
Thus by proposition 4.10 and Corollary 3.3, RrP is a discrete linearly
compact ring.
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ww xx4.12. COROLLARY. Let R be a commutati¨ e ring such that R x is an
AB-5* ring. Then R is noetherian, AB-5*, and for any prime ideal P of R of
height at least 1, RrP is linearly compact discrete.
Proof. It follows from Proposition 3.16 that R is noetherian and
 .AB-5*. If P is a prime ideal of R of height at least 1 then P q x is a
ww xxprime ideal of R x of height at least 2, since if P9 : P then we have
ww xx  .  . ww xx   ..P9 x : P9 q x : P q x . Thus by Corollary 4.11, R x r P q x (
RrP is linearly compact discrete.
4.13. EXAMPLE. There exists a local, commutative noetherian AB-5*
ww xxdomain R with Krull dimension 2, such that R x is not AB-5*.
ww xxw xProof. Let K be a field, R s K t s . Then R is a 2-dimensional t, s.
Ã ww xxlocal noetherian domain and its completion is R s K t, s . We pro¨e that R
Ã ` iis AB-5*. In fact let g g R be a non-invertible element. Then g s  a s ,Ã Ã is0 i
ww xx ww xxa g K t and a is not invertible. Since K t is a valuation ring we cani 0
write g s t k ` aX s i where k g N, aX , for some i , is a unit andÃ is0 i i kkX Ã Ã .a g J R , the maximal ideal of R, for every j - i . Then by Weierstrassj k
preparation Theorem for, r s i we havek
`
X i r ry1a s s E t , s s q R t s q ??? qR t , .  .  . i ry1 0
is0
 . ww xx  . ww xxwhere E t, s is invertible in K t, s , R t g K t for every i. Hencei
Ã Ã k r ry1w  .  .xgR s gR where g s t s q R t s q ??? qR t . By Theorem 4.2, RÃ ry1 0
is AB-5*. The ideal of R generated by t is a prime ideal of height 1 but
 . w xRr t ( K s is not linearly compact discrete, thus by Corollary 4.12, s.
ww xxR x is not AB-5*.
4.14. Remark. It follows from Theorem 4.2 and Theorem 4.9 that if R
is a commutative local noetherian AB-5* domain with field of fractions
Ã Ã .  .Q R , then the field of fractions of R is isomorphic to R m Q R . InR
particular we have that the dimension of the generic formal fiber of R is 0
 w x. w xcf. 11, Sect. 32 . For any n ) 1, C. Rotthaus constructed in 15 an
example of a noetherian noncomplete regular local domain R with Krulln
dimension n, such that the dimension of its generic formal fiber is zero.
Using Theorem 4.2 and the Weierstrass preparation theorem one can see
ww xx  w x.that R and R x are AB-5* cf. 16, Proof of Lemma 1.1 . In particularn n
this shows that there exist noetherian noncomplete AB-5* domains of
arbitrary Krull dimension.
4.15. Remark. Let R be a local commutative regular ring. Then using
Theorem 4.2 and Proposition 4.4 it is easily seen that R is AB-5* if and
only if the set of prime elements of R is a set of representatives of prime
Ãelements of R. Anyway it might happen that every prime element of R
Ã Ãremains prime in R but there are prime elements of R that are not
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associated to elements of R as the following example shows. Let R s
 4C X, Y be the ring of convergent power series in two variables. Then by
w xTheorem 45.5 and Corollary 45.6 in 13 , R is a regular local Weierstrass
Ã n nww xxring whose completion R is C X, Y but Y q  2 X is a primen) 0
Ãelement of R that is not associated to an element of R. We thank A.
Lascu for having pointed out to us this example.
Note Added in Proof. The existence, in the literature, of results which overlap Section 4
has been brought to our attention. Our Theorem 4.2 is a consequence of the results by E. W.
 .Johnson in ``A Note on Quasi-Complete Local Rings,'' Colloq. Math. 21 1970 , 197]198, and
 .by D. D. Anderson in ``The Existence of Dual Modules,'' Proc. Amer. Math. Soc. 55 1976 ,
258]260.
As we have in Corollary 4.3 and Theorem 4.9, Anderson observes that if R is a local
Ãnoetherian commutative domain, then R AB-5* implies that R is a domain and that the
converse is also true in the one-dimensional situation.
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